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National Transportation Safety Board 
Washington, D.C. 20594 

Safety Recommendation 

Date: August 12, 1998 

In reply refer to: A-98-65 through -66 

Honorable Jane F. Garvey 
Administrator 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Washington, D.C. 20591 

On January 5, 1997, a Fairchild Aircraft SA227-AC, N165SW, equipped with two 
AlliedSignal (formerly Garrett Turbine Engine Company) TPE33 l-1 lU-612 turbopropeller 
engines, experienced an ice-induced dual-engine flameout.’ The flight had originated at Long 
Beach, California, as an on-demand Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 135 air taxi 
passenger flight to Grand Canyon Airport, Tusayan, Arizona. The weather at Grand Canyon 
Airport had deteriorated below the allowable landing minimums, requiring the pilot to execute a 
missed approach. The airplane was subsequently diverted to the Bullhead City Airport, Bullhead, 
Arizona, and was on final approach when both engines flamed out. The pilots were unable to 
restart the engines, so they executed a forced landing 1.5 miles south of the Bullhead City Airport, 
which caused substantial damage to the airplane. The two pilots sustained minor injuries; none of 
the 19 passengers were injured. 

Weather data for the Grand Canyon and Bullhead City airports indicated that the airplane 
had flown in moist air with temperatures at minus 5°C. The pilots stated that they observed ice 
accumulating on the airplane wings while flying en route to the Grand Canyon Airport and they 
had cycled the deice boots’ to shed the ice. However, they stated that they did not activate the 
engine’s override ignition system or the engine inlet heat as required by procedures in the 
airplane’s flight manual (AFM) for flight-in-icing conditions. The Safety Board concluded that 
the dual-engine flameout was caused by ice ingestion and by the pilots’ failure to select engine 
override ignition as required when flying in icing conditions. (See enclosed accident brief) 

’ An ice-induced flameout is the unintentional termination of combustion that occurs when ice or slush 
momentarily interrupts airflow to the engine causing an over-rich fuel/air mixWe within the engine’s combustion 
chamber. 
’ Deice boots are inflatable rubber tubes that are attached along the wing’s leading edge. After a nominal amount 
of ice accumulates, the pilot inflates the boots, which breaks away the ice from the leading edge of the wing. 
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On April 1, 1993, a Fairchild Aircraft SA227-TT, NSOOAK, equipped with two 
AlliedSignal TEE33 l-1 OU-5 13G turbopropeller engines, experienced a dual-engine flameout and 
crashed while the pilot was performing an instrument landing system approach to the Tri-City 
Regional Airport, Blountville, Tennessee. The airplane was destroyed, and all four people on 
board were killed. 

Weather at the time of the accident was reported as light rain, fog, temperature 7”C, dew 
point S”C, and a visibility of 6 miles. Additionally, several pilots landing at the Tri-City Airport 
about the time of the accident reported light-to-moderate rime icing between 5,000 and 14,000 
feet. 

During the Safety Board’s investigation of this accident, it was discovered that neither 
engine was rotating and the propellers were feathered at impact. Additionally, examination of the 
pilot’s annunciator panel revealed that both engine and propeller heat “ON’ captions were 
illuminated at impact, indicating that the pilot had turned these systems on, most likely when he 
became aware of the ice accumulation. The ignition switch panel was destroyed by fire; therefore, 
the positions of the ignition switches could not be determined. The Safety Board concluded that 
both engines stopped operating before impact because of simultaneous flameouts or flameouts in 
rapid succession caused by ice ingestion and that the flameouts most likely occurred because the 
pilot did not follow the approved procedures for icing conditions as specified in the AFM. (See 
enclosed accident brief) The feathered propellers indicated that the pilot recognized the dual- 
engine flameout situation and was attempting to restart the engines. The AFM provides a single- 
engine restart procedure but does not provide a dual-engine restart procedure. The Safety Board 
concludes that AFM procedures are necessary to provide pilots proper guidance if a dual-engine 
flameout occurs. 

Conditions for engine and airframe ice formation are ideal when the outside air 
temperature is approximately 10°C or below with visible moisture (with a temperature/dew point 
spread of 3°C or greater). However, engine inlet duct icing can occur without airframe icing at 
ambient temperatures above freezing when intake air is drawn into the engine rather than being 
rammed in, such as when an airplane is climbing at low speed and high power. The suction 
reduces the static air pressure within the inlet duct, causing the incoming air to expand and cool to 
subfreezing temperatures. Under those conditions, with outside air temperatures well above 
freezing, ingested water vapor will freeze and be deposited in the engine inlet duct. The pilot may 
not recognize the potential for engine inlet icing conditions and may not anticipate the need to 
take specific actions to prevent an engine flameout. 

Most TPE33 l-powered airplanes have a pilot-activated engine anti-ice system to prevent 
the accumulation of ice in the engine inlet duct. When selected by the pilot, the anti-ice system 
directs hot engine bleed air to the engine inlet lip to prevent ice formation in the engine inlet. This 
system is designed to be activated before ice accumulation; it is not intended as a deicing system. 
Activation of the anti-ice system after ice has accumulated can cause pieces of ice to shed Corn 
the inlet lip and cause an engine flameout. As an added flameout protection, some 
TPE33 l-powered Fairchild airplanes incorporate an “automatic” ignition system (see right side of 

figure 1) that can detect a flameout and automatically activate the ignition system. This system is 
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not truly automatic because the pilot must first select an ignition mode using a manually selectable 
three-position switch. Flameouts can be detected by the decay in certain engine parameters, such 
as engine revolutions per minute or torque. The automatic ignition system can relight the engine 
without pilot action or awareness of any engine or airplane performance changes if the ignition 
mode switch is in the automatic position. 

Ignition for engine start 

Continuous ignition 
Norm 

when on the ground - AutolCont I, 
weight-on-wheels 
activated Ovrd 

, 

Continuous ignition 
during all flight 
conditions 

Continuous Ignition System 

Off 

Continuous - 

Automatic 

\ 

Ignition for engkstart 

Continuous ignition 
during all flight 
conditions 

Automatic ignition 
when a flameout is 
sensed (May be used 
to start engine) 

Automatic Ignition System 

Figure 1. Typical Ignition Switch Position Labeling in TPE331-powered Airplanes 

The Fairchild Aircraft ignition system installed in the Bullhead City and Blountville 
accident airplanes did not incorporate the automatic ignition system but a “continuous” ignition 
system (see left side of figure I), which provides continuous ignition in flight when the pilot 
selects the “override” mode using a similar three-position switch. The Fairchild SA227-AC and 
SA227-‘IT airplane AFMs state that in advance of intentionally flying into icing conditions and 
heavy rain, the pilot should select engine and propeller heat and override ignition. The procedures 
for inadvertent flight-into-icing conditions state that after discovering ice accumulation, the pilot 
should select “override” ignition, then engine and propeller heat for one engine (to ensure that the 
engine is operating satisfactorily), and then engine and propeller heat for the other engine. 

To address reports of ice-induced dual-engine flameouts in TYPE33 1 engines, from 1982 
through 1986, Garrett introduced two improved ignition system exciters,3 and also issued various 

3 Garrett has introduced improvements that have increased the exciter duty cycle from 5 minutes to 1 hour to 
unlimited. All three of these exciter systems are still in use in TPE331-powered airplanes in the United States. 
The exciter seives to convert either AC or DC low-voltage power to a high-voltage potential for delivery to the 
igniter plug. 
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operating information letters’ to emphasize the proper use of engine anti-ice and to provide 
additional information on the proper use of engine ignition systems in icing conditions. 
Additionally, on July 8, 1985, following a January 8, 1985, dual-engine flameout incident in 
Covington, Kentucky, the Safety Board issued Safety Recommendations A-85-50 through -52 to 
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to require that Fairchild relabel the ignition switch 
positions on SA226 and SA227 airplanes to remove any ambiguity with regard to the ignition 
switch position, to issue an air carrier operations bulletin (ACOB) to advise operators of the 
appropriate use of the continuous ignition mode, and to require that Fairchild revise the SA226 
and SA227 AFMs to include a warning to place the engine ignition system in the continuous 
mod& during fight-into-icing conditions. 

On December 15, 1986, the FAA responded to the Safety Board’s recommendations by 
issuing Airworthiness Directives (ADS) 86-24-11 and 86-25-04, which required revision of 
Fairchild Aircraft SA226 and SA227 AFMs to include the new warnings and procedures for 
flight-into-icing conditions, and issuing an ACOB with procedures to prevent engine flameout 
during and after flight into heavy precipitation or icing conditions, but did not relable the awitch 
positions. The Safety Board classified the recommendation to relabel the switch positions 
“Closed-Acceptable Alternate Action” because it believed the AFM changes regarding engine 
heat and continuous ignition eliminated the ambiguity of when to use each ignition mode. 

The FAA also issued several ADS for other TPE331-powered airplanes, such as those 
manufactured by Beech, Domier, Gulfstream, Mitsubishi, British Aerospace, and Pilatus 
B&ten-Norman.’ The ADS addressed flight limitations, engine ignition systems, engine flameout 
protection, placards, increased duty-cycle exciter units, automatic ignition systems, and changes 
to the AFMs. 

The Safety Board is aware of 25 reported incidents of ice-induced engine flameouts of 
TPE331-powered airplanes since 1974. Many of these were dual-engine flameouts. Despite 
changes mandated by the ADS, the Bullhead City and the Blountville accidents show that these 
improvements do not prevent all ice-induced flameouts. 

The accident data show that pilots may fail to recognize icing conditions and to take 
appropriate action to prevent ice-induced engine failures. Pilots can easily misinterpret icing 
conditions when the temperature is well above freezing, especially at night when they may be 
unable to observe ice formations. The data show that many ice-induced flameouts occur during 
approach and landing, which are periods of high crew workload. In all of these circumstances it is 
difkult for the pilot to recognize icing conditions and then to manually select the appropriate 
ignition switch position. The Safety Board is concerned that the current ignition system designs 

’ On April 30, 1985, Garrett issued Operating information Letter 01 331-11. After April 30, 1985, AlliedSignal 
reissued Operating Information Letter 01 331-llR1 in February 1988, 01 331-llR2 in November 1993, and 01 
331-11R3 in April 1997. Additionally, on November 15, 1994, AlliedSignal issued Pilot Advisory Letter 331- 
04Rl regarding ice-induced dualengine flameouts. 
’ Beech-AD 86-24-09, December 15, 1986; Domier-AD 96-09-14, June 11, 1996; Gulfstream (Aero Commander)- 
AD 87-24-07R1, February 9, 1988; Mitsubishi-AD 84-12-04, AD 86-26-02, AD 96-25-02, dated June 29, 1984, 
December 31, 1986, December 12, 1996, respectively; British Aerospace-AD 86-24-10, December 15, 1986; 
Pilatus Britten-Norman-AD 91-05X)9, March 25, 1991. 
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’ ,--- in TPE33 l-powered airplanes still leave those airplanes susceptible to ice-induced engine 
flameouts. Therefore, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should require that all TPE331- 
powered airplanes be equipped with an engine ignition system that is activated automatically 
(without pilot input) following an engine flameout. Because no dual engine flameout procedures 
are in the AFMs and many of the 25 reported ice-induced flameouts were’ dual-engine, as an 
interim measure, until an automatically activated ignition system is installed, the Safety Board 
believes that the FAA should require that the AFMs or pilot’s operating handbooks for all 
TPE33 l-powered airplanes be modified, if necessary, to incorporate dual-engine failure or 
flameout procedures. 

Therefore, the National Transportation Safety Board recommends that the Federal 
Aviation Administration: 

Require that all TPE331-powered airplanes be equipped with an 
engine ignition system that is activated automatically (without pilot 
input) following an engine flameout. (A-98-65) 

As an interim measure, until an automatically activated ignition 
system is installed, require that the airplane flight manuals or pilot’s 
operating handbooks for all TPE331-powered airplanes be 
modified, if necessary, to incorporate dual-engine failure or 
flameout procedures. (A-98-66) 

c Chairman HALL, Vice Chairman FRANCIS, and Members HAMMERSCHMJDT, 
GGGLIA and BLACK concurred in these recommendations. 

Enclosures 
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Al'L93XA068 
FILE NO. 470 04/01/93 dLOUBTVILLL,TIl AIRCUrT ma. NO. RSOOAX TIM (WCAL) - 2lr2. UT 

I 

?IARC/?lODRL - Fairchild SA227-TT 

tRGIRE HAKd/NODLL - Qarrott TPt331-10U513 
AIRCRAIT DA?fAGL - Destroyed 
Rvmca 01 CRGIRES - 2 

TATAL IUIOVI ntuoR/Rort 
CRZW 1 0 
PASS 3 0 

OPRRATIRG CERTI~ICATRS - Ron* 

TYPE Or ?LIGHT OPCRATION - Sxocutiva./corpor~to 
RGGVLATIOR FLIGHT CORDVCTLD UNDER - 14 cm 91 

LAST DEPARTVBt POINT 
DLSTIRATIOI 

AIRPORT PROXII(ITY - Off l irport/birstrtp 
AIRPORT NARC - TRI-CITY RLLOIORAL 

RVRWAY IDCRTI~ICATIOR - 23 

RVIWAY LENGTR/WIDTR (toot) - rosa/ 110 
RVRWAY SURFACK - Asphalt 
RVRWAY SURIACC CONDITION - Dry 

- XROXVILLl,TR 
- hre a# Accident 

COUDITIOR O? LIORT - Right (dark) 
. 

WIZATRIR IRrO SORRCC- Wo6tb.r obrotvation facility 

BASIC WSATRRR - vima (VNC) 
LOWEST CIILIRG - 3300 ?T Irokon ’ 
VISIlILITT 0006.000 sn 
WIND DIR/SPUD - 250 /or3 KTS 
Tt~tRRATURR (r) - 46 

OISTR TO VI8101 - None 
PRCCIPITATIOR ROllO 

PILOT-I#-COBWARD AQlc - 48 ILIORT TIM (Rour~) 

CLRTIFICATES/RATIRGS, 
ConaerciAl, Airline transport 

single-ongino land, Hultiongine land 

IRSTRVUCRT RATINGS 

Aitplmno 

TOTAL ALL AIRClWi - 19105 
LAST BO MY8 - Vnk/lr 
TOTAL MXR/NODKL - 235 
TOTAL IRSTRVWIIT TINL - UaakFr 

#SOOAl( CRCOURTRRLD ICIIO IR lLIOllT UPORE 8TART 09 IL8 APPROAClI. RADAR DATA 8ROWR9 NAT l ttOR8 RRACRXRO OUTRR IURXLR, IT 

SLOURD IN A MARRCR TEAT WAS COMISTLRT WITN A POUR RiCDVCTIOU (OR 9ARTIAL WI8 OI POURI), TUN IT UTERILD A lTUP 
DRRCRAT L CRASHED. CXAHINATIOU RX91ALRD'CROIRXl UCRX ROT OIKU~fRO AT ICOACT 4 TRAT PROltLLRRS RAD BRRW ItATURED. RO 
PRLIY4PACT PART FAILURE OR ML~VUCTIOR Or RROtRRI, PROPILLCRI OR ANTI-ICC #Y#T111 WM 9OmD. TllLRL WM UIDUCR THAT 
KIIGIRC INLCT ARTI-ICI AWlltIlCIATOR LtORTl & ITARILITY AUOMFIATIOl ST8T'UI (#A$) VAULT WAWIIUO LIORT URRR ILLVHIUATU 
DVRIRG IUPACT. TM C14IllX UARVlACTVRXR R8908TLD TRAT PLARSOVTS RAD OCCDRRLD Xl DTRXR AIRCRAtT, DVRIUO OR POLWWZUO 

OPIRATIOH IN ICIRO CORDITIORS, SOHRTIllRl WTRR DMCLRT IRTO WARMER AIR. rLIOR M8VAL ROTXD TEAT I? ICIRO WAR 

RRCOVNTRRED YITR ANTI-ICE SYOTCU 01F, l LKCT COlITISVOVI IORITIOB & TUR IILRCT UOIU & ?ROPILLCR UAT (1 UOIU A? A 
TIME, ENSURING FIRST CRGIRE WAS OPtMTIlO IATISIACTORILY UYORL SILECTIMQ SWORD ENDIRE) L CRGAOK IA8 ULAT. 
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Brief of Accident (Coatinood) 

ATL93nAO66 
FILE NO. 410 06/01/93 BLOUBTVILLS,TB AIRCRArT mm. 10. N5OOAR TINS (LOCAL) - Zl:ZS EST 

occurtone 1 Ill-tLIORT LICOUllTtR WITlI WEATRLR 

Phase of opmrmtion CRVIS1 

rindings 
1. - LIQWT CONDITIOl - DARK MIQllT 

2. - WRATRPR COIDITIOB - ICIRO CONDI~IOWS 
3. - BACELLR/PYLON - ICE 

Occurronco) 1 LOSS OP BBOIME BOWBR(TOTAL) - ROM-AECIMICAL 
Pharo of Oporhtion APPROACH - IAt TO VA?/OUTIR WARIER (IFR) 

Findings 
4. - ALL CNOIRSS 
5. - PROCRDL?RRS/DIRSCTIV8S - MOT ?OLLOUBD - PILOT-II-COMAMD 
6. - ARTI-ICE/DEICB SYSTEH - 19lPROPIR USL 01 - PILOT-II-COHNAND 

occurronco) 3 LOSS OP CONTROL - IN rLIOHT 
Phas. of Oporatioa DtSCEIT - tIWROXlICT 

Findings 
7. - AIRSPCXD - NOT HAIRAIABD - PILDT-IN-COIYHARD 
9. - STALL - IRADVRRTRRT - ?ILOT-IN-COWID 

occurronco: 4 IR-?LIORT COLLISION WITR TKRuIN/wAT6R 

Phase of Operation DCSCEWT - UUCOBTROLLBD 

The national Trwmportation Bat&y Roard detarmiaes tbbt tbr probbbla aauso(s) ot tbir accident wa81 
?AXLURL O? TUC PILOT TO POLLOW PROCEDURES COUCICRUtlQ USt OP TIIl B#OIR8 INLBT ANTI-ICL SYSTXW AID/OR CORTXUUOtIS ZQWITXOU 

WHILE OPERATIIIO II ICIRO CORDITIOIS, URICII RESULTED II PRORABLI ICX IBQBSTIOB AID LOSS Or BRBIRB POWER; AID TX8 PILOT’S 

FAILURE TO HAIlTAIl SU~PICIBRT AIRSPESD WHILE COPIIO Wttl TIIL LUOXIIR PROBLLH, WIlIC1 RRSULTID II A'STALL. PACTORB 
RELATED TO TRE ACCIDCBT UERB: DARRBXSS, ICIWO COBDITIOUS, AID BIQIBL IRLCT (RACELLtl ICg. 

Termat Rovi8ion 4197 
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National Transportation Safety Board 
Waahington, D.C. 20594 

Brief of Accident 

Adopted 03/25/1998 

lJU97FAO82 
FILE NO. 57-l 01/05/97 BULLNEAD CITY,AZ AIRCRAFT REC. NO. N165SW TIME (LOCAL) - 12:43 MST 

MAIZE/MODEL - Fairchild SA221-AC 
ENGINE MAKE/MODEL - Garrett TPE331-110612 
AIRCRAFT DAMAGE - Destroyed 
NDKBER OF ENGINES - 2 

FATAL SERIOUS MINOR/NONE 
CREW 0 0 2 
PASS 0 0 19 

OPERATING CERTIFICATES 
NAME OF CARRIER 
TYPE OF FLIGHT OPERATION 

- On-demand air taxi 
- FNG AVIATION INC 
- Non-scheduled 
- Domestic 
- Passenger 

REGULATION FLIGHT CONDUCTED UNDER - 14 CtR 135 

LAST DEPARTURE POINT - LONG BEACH,CA 
DESTINATION - GRAND CANYON, Ai? 

AIRPORT PROXIMITY - Off airport/airstrip 

CONDITION OF LIGHT - Daylight 

WEATNER INFO SOURCE- Weather observation facility 

BASIC WEATHER - Visual (VMC) 
LOWEST CEILING - None 
VISIBILITY - 0020.000 SM 
WIND DIR/SPEED - 010 /007 KTS 
TEMPERATURE (F) - 50 
OBSTR TO VISION - None 
PRECIPITATION - None 

PILOT-IN-COMMAND AGE - 33 FLIGHT TIME (Houra) 

CERTIFICATES/RATINGS . 
Airline transport 
Single-engine land, Uultienglno 1-d 

INSTRUMENT RATINGS 
Airplane 

TOTAL ALL AIRCRAFT - 3200 
LAST 90 DAYS - 50 
TOTAL MAKE/MODEL - 300 
TOTAL INSTRDMENT TIMe - 250 

After executing a missed approaah l t'the Grand Canyon Airport, the pilots divertrd to the Bullhead City Airport. The 
pilots reported that minimel icing conditions were l noountered with about l/6 inch of ice accumulating on the aircraft 
wings. The pilots stated they oyolod the deloe boots to shed iae. They did not obaerve ioe on the propeller spinners, 
and they did not activate the engines* "ovetfide" ignition l yatanwr am roquirad by the airplane's flight manual. Use of 
"override" ignition was required for flight into visible moisture at or below +5 degrees Celsius (+41 degrees 
Fahrenheit) to prevent ice ingeation/fkneouta. Subsequently, both engines flamed out am the airplane was on about a 3 
mile final approach for landing with the landing gear and flaps extended. The aircraft was destroyed during an 
off-airport landing. 
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FILE NO. 577 01/05/91 

.-v. 1 

Brief of Accident uod) 

BULLHEAD CITY,AZ AIRCRAFT REG. NO. N165SW TIME (LOCAL) - 12:43 MST 

occurrence# 1 IN-FLIGHT ENCOWNTER WITH NEATHER 

Phase of Operation CRUISE 

Findings 
1. - WEATHER CONDITION - ICING CONDITIONS 
2. - AIRFRAME - ICE 

Occurrencel 2 LOSS OF ENGINE POWER(TOTAL) - NON-MECHANICAL 
Phase of Operation APPROACH 

Findings 
3. - ALL ENGINES 
4. - IGNITION SYSTEM,AVTO RE-LIGHT SYSTEM - NOT INSTALMD 
5. - AIRCRAFT/EQUIPMENT INADEPUATB 
6. - IGNITION SYSTEM,IGNITER - NOT ACTIVATED 
7. - CHECKLIST - NOT FOLLOWED - PILOT-IN-CO- 
8. - MISCELLANEOUS,ENGINE - ICE INGESTION 

Occurrence# 3 FORCED LANDING 
Phase of Operation EMERGENCY DESCENT/LANDING 

Occurrence4 4 IN-FLIGHT COLLISION WITH TERRAIN/WATER 
Phase of Operation EMERGENCY LANDING 

Findings 
9. - TERRAIN CONDITION - NONE SUITABLE 

Thr National Ttanmportation Safety Board determinrm that the probablr caume(m) of this accident warn: 
failure of the pilot(e) to use "overrideW ignition aa prescribed by checklint procedures during an encounter with icing 
conditions, which subsequently led to ice ingestion and dual engine flame-outa. Factor8 related to the accident were: 
the adverse weather (icing) conditiona, the accumulation of airframe/engine ice, and lack of suitable terrain in the 
emergency landing area. 

Format Revision 4191 


